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What If Energy Storage Today Existed  
10, 20, . . . 50 Years Ago

“To arrive at the truth, once in your life you have to 
commit yourself to undoing all the opinions that you 
have formerly taken for granted, and reconstruct anew 
all the systems of your knowledge”

- Rene Descartes, Remarques Sur Les Septiemes Objections
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About EEI
The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) is the association that represents 
all U.S. investor-owned electric companies, and more than 60 
international electric companies with operations in over 90 countries. 
Organized in 1933, EEI provides public policy leadership, strategic 
business intelligence, and essential conferences and forums.

Categories of Membership

• U.S. Investor-Owned Electric Companies 
All U.S. Investor-owned utilities and their subsidiaries (>200) 

• International Members 
Non-U.S. based electric companies; can be share-holder owned, government-
owned, or IPP (68 as of Sep 2017) 

• Associate Members 
Providers of goods and services, but cannot be directly engaged in generation, 
transmission or distribution. (>280) 
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EEI Non-U.S. Members
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International Programs Overview

EEI International Programs provides members in the 
global electric power industry with a flexible platform for 
industry collaboration, dialogue, and thought 
leadership.
• C-Suite Dialogue & CEO meetings

• Regional and Global Events

• Industry Working Groups 

• Mutual Assistance Programs

• Thomas Edison International 
Fellowship Program

• Webinars 

• Industry Surveys & Research

• On-Demand Resources
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Energy Storage – Shifting Grid Paradigms

“The historian of science may be tempted to claim that  
when paradigms change, the world itself changes with  
them … It is rather as if the professional community had  
been suddenly transported to another planet where  
familiar objects are seen in a different light and joined by  
unfamiliar ones as well”

§ – Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
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Why Now?

Deployment of 
distributed energy 

resources

Integration of 
variable renewable 

resources

Grid operations and 
grid modernization

Resiliency 
improvements

Policy 
changes

Technology 
advances

Cost 
declines

Grid needs Market  and policy drivers
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Universal Access to Electricity                        
- Scaling-Up Grid-Scale Energy Storage -

Image Credit: NASA/NOAA
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Barriers to Greater Adoption

• Cost

• Technical Performance

• Regulatory Hurdles

§ Classification and flexibility

§ Ownership

§ Interconnection & Operation

280 MW of advanced 
energy storage devices 
were installed in 2017, a 

400-percent increase 
over 2014
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Building Win-Win Partnerships

Multiple Pathways to Scaling-Up 
Grid Scale Energy Storage 
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STATE 
REGULATED 

T&D

Energy Storage Has Many Uses

Energy storage can be deployed in all parts of the energy grid, 
and has applications in all parts of the value chain.

Source: Adapted from DOE/EPRI Handbook, EEI (graphic)

Enhance Electric 
Company Operations

§ Alleviate high 
energy prices 
through time shifts

§ Reduce the need 
for new generation

Provide Grid Support

§ Regulate frequency
§ Reduce spinning, non-

spinning, and supplemental 
reserve requirements

§ Voltage support
§ Black start electricity 

restoration

§ Defer 
transmission and 
distribution 
upgrades

§ Relieve electricity 
congestion

§ Higher power 
quality and 
reliability

§ Retail electric 
energy time shift

Enhance Customer 
Experience

FERC 
REGULATED

END 
USE

Optimize Power 
System
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Electric Companies Driving 
the Storage Market

Source: Based on DOE’s Energy Storage Database
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Energy Storage Projects in the U.S.

Source: U.S. DOE Global Energy Storage Database (Accessed on April 27, 2017).
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Different Markets, Different 
Needs

Resiliency / 
Congestion

Frequency 
response / Grid 

balancing

Capacity / 
Investment 

deferral
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Evolving Policies

Federal 
Government FERC ISO/RTO States

Incentives

Rate Design

Market Access

Interconnection

Targets/Mandate

Studies and 
Investigations

Business Models

Compensation 
and Valuation

Pilots and 
Demonstrations

RFPs

IRPs and Dist. 
Planning

Smart 
Communities

Communities

And More…
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Harnessing the Potential 
of Energy Storage

• Energy storage technologies

• Role of electric companies

• Storage benefits and services

• Costs and value

• Challenges to wider deployment

• Policy recommendations



The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) is the association that represents 
all U.S. investor-owned electric companies. Our members provide 
electricity for about 220 million Americans, and operate in all 50 
states and the District of Columbia. As a whole, the electric power 
industry supports more than 7 million jobs in communities across the 
United States.

In addition to our U.S. members, EEI has more than 60 international 
electric companies, with operations in more than 90 countries, as 
International Members, and hundreds of industry suppliers and 
related organizations as Associate Members.

Organized in 1933, EEI provides public policy leadership, strategic 
business intelligence, and essential conferences and forums.

For more information, visit our Web site at www.eei.org. 
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DSO storage projects

…



§ Project led by 6 Electricity Distribution System Operators - covering altogether more than 50% of metered 
electricity customers in Europe

§ Overall 27 partners from various horizons
(utilities, manufacturers, universities and research institutes)

§ Duration: 51 months from November 2011 to January 2016

§ Total eligible costs: €54M - requested EC Grant €25.5M

www.grid4eu.eu

Project 
Coordinator

Chairman of
General Assembly

Technical
Director

The GRID4EU project
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Six demonstrators
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Increase the Medium Voltage (MV) network's hosting capacity for Distributed Energy Resources (DER, in particular 
solar), introducing Active Control and Demand Response of MV generators, controllable loads and storage

Develop new 
procedures for 
avoiding 
unsafe and 
unsecure 
islanding 
operation

Enable the 
dispatching of the 
renewable 
generation in the 
MV grid

Test and assess 
the usage of a 
storage device 
for optimized 
Network 
Operation and 
Energy 
Management

Implement 
Voltage Control 
(at all nodes) 
and power flow 
control in the 
MV grid

MV network 
Hosting
Capacity

The Italian demonstration project
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An “always on”, IP standard-based communication solution connecting all the 
relevant nodes of the grid (LTE + PLC).

An advanced control system communicating with the renewable generators, 
HV/MV & MV/LV substations and storage facility.

A storage facility  (1 MVA / 1 MWh approx.) connected to the MV grid (with different 
connection options in terms of feeders).

The overall system implemented

5



EU SysFlex
Pan-European system with an efficient coordinated use of flexibilities for the integration of a large share of RES

Durata del progetto: 4 anni (2017-2021)

Enel Countries: Italia

Bando: Horizon 2020 - Energy – Call LCE-04-2017

Consorzio: 34 Partners (da 14 paesi EU):
Coordinatore EirGrid (IRL)
Distributori nel Consorzio: e-distribuzione, Innogy (Germania), Helen 
Oy (Finlandia), EDP (Portogallo), Elektrilevi (Estonia)
Field tests: (Italia, Francia, Finlandia, Germania, Irlanda e Portogallo)

Budget totale: 26,49 M€
EU contribution (Enel + e-dis.): 0,96 M€ 
(70%)

1,4

25,1

Project budget [M€]

Enel

Others

Obiettivo:
- Contributo al raggiungimento degli obiettivi di integrazione di

fonti rinnovabili dell'Unione europea (UE), analizzando il
quadro di mercato e regolatorio che favorisce lo sviluppo di
un sistema elettrico flessibile per l’integrazione di elevati
livelli di RES.

Metodologia - Tre fasi:
- Analisi dei requisiti tecnici per definizione di servizi di mercato necessari per

supportare uno scenario con più del 50% di RES entro il 2030
- Analisi del contesto regolatorio e di mercato per abilitare i servizi
- Analisi dell’impatto sui ruoli degli attori coinvolti e rimozione di eventuali barriere

Transmission 
System

ServicesData exchange

Dimostrativo Italiano:

• Scambio di dati TSO/DSO per
incrementare osservabilità della rete

• Modulazione di Potenza attiva/reattiva
a livello di cabina AT/MT utilizzando le
seguenti leve:

• 1MWA/ 1MWh Storage (EESS)
• 1 On Load Tap Changer
• 4 Generatori MT



EU – SYSFLEX - Overview of partners mix and 
demonstrations and its geographical distribution

24/05/2018 7



24/05/2018 Presentation footer 10PT grey. Please add the relevant country to the footer.
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Italian Demo - Functionalities

Main functionalities to be implemented and field-tested:

§ TSO-DSO data exchange (measurements, generation/load forecast at 

the interconnection point i.e. HV/MV substation).

§ Active and reactive power modulation at HV/MV substation level for 

TSO (132 kV) grid regulation 

The reactive power modulation will be provided by the DSO control system, 

coordinating in an optimal way three main control leverages:

An electric energy storage system (EESS, 1 MVA, 1 MWh); 

A capacitor/inductor bank controllable in a continuous reactive power 
range and installed at the MV side of the HV/MV transformer;

PV generators, the reactive power of which is controllable (participating on a 

voluntary basis).

The active power modulation will be provided by the DSO control system
using the storage unit in coordination also with the measurements and forecast

of the monitored MV generators.

Transmission 
System

ServicesData exchange
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Long-term chemical 
energy storage: 
electrofuels for 
weekly/monthly
storage

Richard Nayak-Luke, René Bañares-
Alcántara
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Long-term chemical energy storage: electrofuels for weekly/monthly
storage

3 Which chemicals?

4 Required technical and regulatory developments

1 The importance of  long-term storage

2 Why chemical energy storage?

5 Conclusion
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Currently employed electrical energy storage technologies : The UK energy system

While we do have a mix of storage technologies the bulk of the UK’s energy 
‘storage’ is chemical as fossil fuels

Source: Presentation by N Olson (NH3 Fuel Association), Rotterdam, May 2017. Adapted from Hydrogenius Technologies. Nuclear and Oil neglected due to data availability 
Estimates from Wilson (2010), MacKay (2008),  BEIS DUKES (2016), REA (2010)

> Currently fossil fuels are still the foundation 
of the energy network’s flexibility

> Batteries are playing a larger part in 
providing frequency response services

> Pumped hydro despite being cited as the 
dominant energy storage method is in 
reality still only a small component

> Pumped hydro is currently used mainly for 
diurnal variations and STOR services when 
required

> Virtually all seasonal balancing of the 
network is met by fossil fuels

Coal
29,900 GWh
14.3 GW

Natural gas
47,100 GWh
32.1+ GW

1 year

1 month

1 week

1 day

1 hour

1 min

1 sec

100 ms

Release 
time

Pumped Hydro
27.6 GWh
2.90 GW

Batteries
2.34x10-2 GWh 
0.0239 GW

Flywheel
5.56x10-3 GWh
0.400 GW

1 kWh 1 MWh 1 GWh 1 TWh Storage 
capacity 

Storage technologies
Mechanical
Electro-chemical
Chemical

THE IMPORTANCE OF  LONG-TERM STORAGE1
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Current energy storage technologies

To balance a system with higher dependence on renewable power sources 
we need all storage technologies, including long-duration GWh capacity 

Source: Presentation by N Olson (NH3 Fuel Association), Rotterdam, May 2017. Adapted from Hydrogenius Technologies
Nayak-Luke, R.M., R. Bañares-Alcántara, S. Collier, Islanded power-to-ammonia production process (2018) NH3 Event, Rotterdam

WHY CHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE?2

Chemical

1 year

1 month

1 week

1 day

1 hour

1 min

1 sec

100 ms

Release 
time

Flywheel

1 kWh 1 MWh 1 GWh 1 TWh Storage 
capacity 

Compressed Air

Superconducting 
coil

Hydrogen
Ammonia

Methanol
Methane

Pumped Hydro

Storage technologies
Mechanical
Electro-chemical
Chemical
Electrical

> Every network has different storage 
requirements dependent on multiple 
variables (e.g. renewable resource, 
dispatchable supply and demand profile)

> To identify these requirements and how the 
storage requirement changes we 
developed the storage duration index (SDI)

Batteries
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A whole energy system perspective: The UK energy system

Electrification of transport and in particular heating will greatly exacerbate 
the average electrical demand and network flexibility required

Source: I.A. Grant Wilson et al.  /  Energy Procedia   62  ( 2014 )  619 – 628
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The value to electrifying chemical production

Electrification of chemical production to facilitate chemical energy storage 
also has multiple other considerable benefits

WHY CHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE?2

Source: Philibert, C., Renewable energy for industry: From green energy to green materials and fuels (2017) International Energy Agency (IEA).
Adapted from Roland Berger GmbH, Development of Business Cases for Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Applications for Regions and Cities (2017)

Electrifying chemical production

1) Energy storage

> Power to a chemical (P2X) is an excellent long-term 
storage method due to low energy losses and OPEX

> Unlike most energy storage methods power and energy 
is decoupled

2) Sector coupling / smart grid

> As an industrial energy demand it is able to ramp power 
demand to provide flexibility to the grid (DSM)

> The chemical product can be used in multiple sectors: 
feedstock to other industry, electrical energy storage, 
transport fuel, heating (low and high grade)

3) Decarbonising the production process

> Chemical production processes currently account for a 
substantial fraction of global fossil fuel consumption and 
consequently a notable amount of CO2 emissions

> They are particularly dependent on fossil fuels given their 
dependence on them for both energy and feedstock

4) Risk mitigation

> Multiple revenue streams can be realised given the 
multiple uses of the chemical product

> This reduces the probability of low initial demand and 
cyclic demand, while reducing dependence on one 
market
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Comparison of energy storage characteristics and carbon intensity

Many chemicals have potential for use as an energy storage vector, they 
can be differentiated by carbon intensity and chemical characteristics 

WHICH CHEMICALS? 3
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Case study: Hydrogen (H2)

Competitive ‘green’ hydrogen production is the key to the commercial 
viability of P2X, but has substantial importance in its own right

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 97
Basic research Develop technology Prototype Commercial

WHICH CHEMICALS? 3

Overview

> Estimated market of $115.25bn in 2017, 
predicted to grow to $154.74bn by 2022

> Well understood conversion from 
(electrolysers) and to (fuel cell) power

> Expensive to store for long periods of 
time relative to other chemicals due to 
its chemical characteristics (boiling point 
of -253°C at 1atm)

> Majority of hydrogen still produced from 
fossil fuels (gas and coal) at present

> Has potential to be a vector in both the 
transport and heating sectors

Demonstration projects / deployment examples (selection) 
Project Start DescriptionCountry

WindGasFalkenha-
gen (E.ON)

2014 Green hydrogen production from 2 MW wind 
power to be fed into gas distribution network, grid 
operation by OntrasGastransportGmbH

Source: IEA, Global Trends And Outlook For Hydrogen (Dec 2017) http://ieahydrogen.org/pdfs/Global-Outlook-and-Trends-for-Hydrogen_Dec2017_WEB.aspx (Accessed 22nd May 2018)
Roland Berger GmbH, Development of Business Cases for Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Applications for Regions and Cities (2017) 

Network 
management by 
injecting hydrogen 
(GRHYD)

2013 Two year preliminary study and five-year 
demonstration phase of hydrogen injection into 
natural gas distribution network with blend level 
of up to 20%

H21 Leeds City 
Gate Project

2017 Determining the feasibility, from both a technical 
and economic viewpoint, of converting the 
existing natural gas network in Leeds to 100% 
hydrogen

Technology 
readiness level:

Overall technology readiness: Competing technologies 
continue to reduce cost of mature electrolyser technology thereby 
enabling demonstrating projects of considerable size

http://ieahydrogen.org/pdfs/Global-Outlook-and-Trends-for-Hydrogen_Dec2017_WEB.aspx
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Case study: Ammonia (NH3) 

There is an environmental imperative to decarbonise ammonia production 
given the global dependence on it for fertiliser production

Overall technology readiness: Proven at lab scale and with 
small demonstrator plants. Small pilot plants are planned for launch in 
2020

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 97
Basic research Develop technology Prototype Commercial

WHICH CHEMICALS? 3

Overview

> Accounts for ~1.3% of CO2 emissions
> Over 80% is used for fertilisers
> Current production levels of over    

190m t/year
> The commodity value of €300-€400/t, 

leading to a commodity market value of 
over €55bn

> Production today uses the Haber-Bosch 
process and relies on natural gas (or is 
a few cases coal) as the hydrogen 
feedstock

> Conventional production combined with 
increasing demand is at odds with the 
national & international emission targets

Demonstration projects / deployment examples (selection) 
Project Start DescriptionCountry

Source: Bañares-Alcántara, R., et al., Analysis of islanded ammonia-based energy storage systems. 2015, University of Oxford: Oxford, UK.
T. Brown, The Sustainable Ammonia Synthesis Investment Universe process (2018) NH3 Event, Rotterdam

University of 
Minnesota

2013 Electrolytic Haber-Bosch 25t/year demonstration 
plant supplied by x2 1.65MW wind turbines

Hydrogen Utility 
(H2U) & 
ThyssenKrupp

2020 Electrolytic Haber-Bosch 40t/day demonstration 
plant, 15MW electrolyser with solar power

Siemens, University 
of Oxford and 
Cardiff University

2018 Electrolytic Haber-Bosch supplied by 0.03 MW 
wind with integrated ammonia combustion for 
conversion back to power

Proton Ventures, 
Yara & Siemens

2020 Electrolytic Haber-Bosch 40-50t/day 
demonstration plant, 20MW electrolyser with tidal 
and wind power

Technology 
readiness level:
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Required technical and regulatory developments

Regulation is currently a barrier to commercial deployment in many 
countries, it must be changed to incentivise these beneficial technologies

>Regulation to incentivise ‘green’ chemical 
production: directly intervening through either low 
carbon targets (similar to biofuel i.e. target of 10% 
‘green’ component by 202X) or subsidies

>Permissible hydrogen content in gas 
networks: considerably different legislation by 
country. KPMG analysis has suggested that ‘green’ 
hydrogen is not only more sustainable but also more 
economical than reinforcing electrical networks and 
electrifying heating demand

>Clarification and adaptation of regulation 
with regards to electrical storage: Despite the 
benefit that storage provides to the stability to 
networks, storage operators are commonly punished 
for being both a demand and then subsequent supply 
to the grid.

Source: KPMG, 2050 Energy Scenarios: The UK Gas Networks role in a 2050 whole energy system. 2016.
Roland Berger GmbH, Development of Business Cases for Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Applications for Regions and Cities (2017) 

REQUIRED TECHNICAL AND REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS4
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Key messages

Chemical energy storage has significant potential to meet long-term 
requirements, but its importance and additional benefits must be recognised

1. Long-term balancing of electricity networks will become increasingly important as renewable 
penetration increases

2. Chemical storage is the standout solution to meet this long-term requirement

3. There are multiple chemicals that could act as energy vectors

4. Electrification of this chemical production would have multiple additional benefits 

5. Regulation is currently a major barrier in many countries and should be changed to recognise the 
multiple benefits of these technologies

CONCLUSION5
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Smart home is happening quickly
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Project goals

• 500 empowered villas in the grid

• 1MW manageable power

• Energyefficiency +10%

• Bussiness models, share the profit

• New types of dynamic grid tariffs

• Customer feedback
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How do we tap in

Outside temp

Heatpump
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Potential:
250 villa systems unleash > 1MW 48 500€ saved

60,503 MW -> 13 279€ sek

1 500 000 
waterbased
heating villas 
in sweden

6GW
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swedish Utility Vattenfall to develop solutions for the smart home. 
It was an exciting time but it ended in disappointment. Now we 
are back again and with Internet of Things and a more stable 
technology I do believe that this time we will succeed. Right now I 
am working with companies in home security, heating and air 
conditioning, with energy companies and service developers in a 
project integrating all these technologies with sound business 
models for smart home services for energy control and efficiency.
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